
FREE BACKLINKS SITES
Are you using free backlinks sites for automating social media?
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ARE YOU USING FREE BACKLINKS
SITES FOR AUTOMATING SOCIAL

MEDIA?
I have been using a free social media sharing platform for sometime, but
never felt until now that I should write my own SocialAdr review outlaying
why you should be using this free platform

To get started, the main thing I like about SocialAdr that the idea is so simply
and even simpler to use. Many backlinking and sharing programs are just too
complex and needy for something that we want to be quick and effective.
SocialAdr lets the user set everything up and then get on with their day without
too much fuss.

So, what does SocialAdr basically do?

It mainly builds backlinks via social bookmarketing sites such as APSense, Plurk
and Instapaper. I believed originally that this method would not be adequate
enough to influence my sites ranking or traffic, but how wrong can you be. Of
course, there is always the risk of being penalized by Google, but because the
links are submitted by real people there is no footprint for the user. This is
great, because in a very short amount of time you will  see an increase in traffic
on the webpage you are promoting.

How does the SocialAdr bulk backlink generator work?

If I put it simply, you add your website to the service and
hundreds of real people share your site onto their real and
unique social media platforms. At the same time you share
and bookmark their websites to your social media
platforms. 

That is it and by the way, it really works!

Do free link building sites only offer low-quality
backlinks?

Yes, that is true

That was the main reason why I have written a SocialAdr
review to analysis weather my webpages were benefiting
from my time and effort. Even though I had felt that
SocialAdr was beneficial to my websites I had not really
tracked them closely in the past. 



WHAT DID I
FIND
DURING MY
SOCIALADR
REVIEW?

Firstly, I have created a fair and
honest review so I could not only
see the results for myself, but also
the readers of this article. I wanted
to understand if SocialAdr was
going to be an effective SEO tool or
was it going to be a lot of time and
energy wasted.

My main method was to only use
SocialAdr. I mean after setting up
the website and indexing it with
Google and Bing. Then my only
marketing method would be using
the SocialAdr platform. Previously,
I would share a new website with
social media platforms manually,
but this time I didn't.

What was the result?

After a few days I noticed a slight
increase in traffic. Then a large
kick which was very positive. As
the months went on, I noticed a
very positive increase in traffic
which started to deliver the results
I was looking for. 

WHAT DID I  FIND
DURING MY SOCIALADR
REVIEW?



There is a few other platforms around such as
OnlyWire, but OnlyWire does not have a free version
(only a free trial). However, the main reason for
using such platforms is to backlink your websites
and receive more traffic and make more money. 

So, when we bookmark a website we are saying that
we like what you are offering and would like to
return in the future. Of course, we could do this
organically and allow anyone to bookmark our
webpage, but that is easier said than done. The main
issue is finding people to bookmark your websites,
beyond your family and friends. SocialAdr allows you
to expand on that theory, by allowing others outside
your social circle to bookmark your websites. This is
the main reason why online marketers like myself
use SocialAdr as a part of our marketing strategy.

In conversation about my SocialAdr review

One of my affiliate partners was asking me about
this program when he heard I was about to do a
SocialAdr review. I explained that it is a unique
program that allows us to create a online team effort
with people we don't know. We all have one thing in
common. We want to share our website in the
easiest way possible, rather than manually sharing.

I have tried other programs that promise the world
with a limited lifespan and results. In some cases it
meant being penalized by the search engines for
using programs such as bot systems. Fortunately,
SocialAdr has a human element which protects the
user from such problems. Even though the concept
is almost like a automating social media program the
human factor stops it being so.

WHY WOULD AN ONLINE MARKETER WANT
TO USE A AUTOMATING SOCIAL MEDIA

SHARING TOOL LIKE SOCIALADR?



THERE ARE NOT MANY FREE BACKLINKS SITES THAT
OFFER SUCH A LOT

Buy them by upgrading or simply
buying some credits
Bookmark other users webpages  

The free package is really good
considering it is 100% free. However,
there are multiply opportunities to
upgrade or to purchase credits as and
when needed. The upgrade is for those
who are to lazy to bookmark website and
simply want the benefits with the fuss.

For the FREE version users

There is a bit of work to do, but frankly it
takes about 5 minutes if that. This means
that if you want to share the your link on
this platform you need to earn points or
credits. And you get credits in two ways.

If you want to start automating social
media using SocialAdr and read the rest
of this article click on the suorce link
below below.

THERE ARE NOT MANY FREE
BACKLINKS SITES THAT OFFER
SUCH A LOT
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